The behaviour of common measures of association used to assess a vaccination programme under complex disease transmission patterns--a computer simulation study of malaria vaccines.
Case-control studies have been evoked as important alternatives to randomized clinical trials in the evaluation of infectious disease interventions. Using computer simulations, we compare the behaviour of common measures of association derived from case-control studies in the context of a malaria vaccine programme administered under complex transmission conditions. Several simplifying assumptions of previous workers have been relaxed and the simulated conditions are endemic rather than epidemic. The common estimators of association used in case-control studies remain unbiased only in limited circumstances. The term dependent happenings, first defined by Ross in 1916, is resurrected. Since the number of people becoming infected is dependent on the number of people already infected, control programmes in infectious diseases produce direct as well as indirect effects. Three different study designs with different pairs of comparison populations are defined. The choice of comparison population can be used to differentiate direct from indirect effects. In order to clarify the direct effects of a vaccination programme the comparison groups must be subjected to identical transmission intensities. In contrast, the referent group must remain unaffected by consequences of the intervention to determine indirect effects.